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RU TH  C .  E I S E NHAR T  
A FEW YEARS AGO the Columbia University School 
of Library Service held a series of workshops on special libraries at 
one of its Alumni Day sessions. There were workshops for medical 
librarians, business librarians, and art and music librarians. The 
"others," whose numbers did not justify separate groups, consisted 
of the librarians from law, journalism, and theological libraries. At 
first glance it looked a rather mixed lot. But, almost at once, they 
discovered a common ground: there is no aspect of human experience 
to which the law, the press, and the church will admit indifference. 
The library serving one of those professions must be prepared to cover 
the whole range of knowledge, and its specialized classification must 
operate within the framework of a general classification. This is the 
&st fact to be recognized in any discussion of theological classification. 
The second is that religious books of continuing importance have 
been written in all lands and in every age. Theological literature has, 
to borrow one classifier's terse phrase, "geographical spread, chronolo- 
gical depth, and sheer bulk." 
Theologians themselves have given profound and precise thought 
to the ordering of theological knowledge. The substance and sequences 
of systematic theology have engaged some of the ablest minds of 
Western civilization. Moreover, there is an accepted science of theol- 
ogy, a theory of its contents, relations and purposes, which was clari- 
fied by the encyclopaedists of the nineteenth century. Typically, they 
defined theology as the science of Christian religion, and arranged 
theological study into four groups: exegetical, historical, systematic, 
and practical. These four remain the basic departments of the cur- 
riculum in American Protestant seminaries today. This is the way 
theologians have organized their studies and divided their spheres 
of interest, and the literary record has followed these main cleavages 
with more than ordinary faithfulness. 
I t  should not, however, be thought that theology is immune to 
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change. If the intellectual revolution of the twentieth century has been 
most spectacular in pure and applied science, it has been scarcely 
less pervasive in the social sciences, and these have affected seminary 
book collections and their use. There have been extensive reorienta- 
tions in the theory and practice of religious education, church music, 
and Christian social action. The recent emphasis upon programs in 
psychiatry and religion involves us in the vexed organizational prob- 
lems of the behavioral science^.^ Political necessity and more informed 
perspectives on non-Christian civilizations have produced some drastic 
changes in the theory and practice of missions. 
These changes occur most commonly in the practical group and 
in the relation of theological to secular subjects, but occasional shifts 
may appear in other areas. In the late nineteenth century, higher 
criticism brought a fundamental change to biblical studies. Previously, 
the accepted primary arrangement was by treatment as text, introduc- 
tion, and commentary, with the study of the Bible and its parts 
pursued as a unit under each treatment. Today most biblical scholars 
see the Bible as a collection of documents to be studied individually, 
with the form of treatment secondary. 
The ecumenical movement, originally under Irenics in the history 
of doctrine, is moving by actual achievement into the practical field 
as interchurch cooperation and into church history through the merg- 
ing of denominations to create new churches. These new churches are 
particularly embarrassing to the classifier since they are not sub-
divisions but more comprehensive than the church bodies they super- 
sede. 
And even the remote past can confound us. Within the last decade 
an impressive literature has accumulated around the Dead Sea scrolls, 
demanding decisions from classifiers before the scholars themselves had 
agreed on a nature of the scrolls or the community that produced 
them. 
Nevertheless, though we have had our surprises and our upsets, 
there has been rather more stability than change to theological classifi- 
cation. Particular interests may appear and disappear and reappear 
from generation to generation, but the fundamental objective relation- 
ships have remained relatively constant. In any case, we still have the 
old books. "While ideas change and are abandoned the books which 
are written to expound those ideas remain and in spite of the abandon- 
ment of the theory must be related to the books of the later dispensa- 
tion." 3 
The  C h s i f i a t i m  of Theological Books 
Because of their comprehensiveness, theological libraries are in a 
better position to use standard classifications than are many other 
special libraries, although none of the general classifications has 
developed its religious section in sufficient detail or with much 
awareness of the established order of theological thought. 
A list of the principal seminaries in North America, with their 
denominational affiliation, date of founding, number of books and 
students, and the classification used in each, was published by Elvire 
R. Hilgert in 1955.4 Three classifications are in common use among 
these schools. Two of them, Dewey 6 and the Library of Congress: 
are standard classifications. One, the Union Classification,7 was created 
specifically for a seminary library. As might be expected with a group 
of libraries which began their classing activities around 1900, the 
largest number use Dewey. The older seminaries, reluctant to begin 
reclassing their difficult collections, have reaped the rewards of pro- 
crastination; most of them eventually adopted the newer L.C. or Union 
classifications. Today, newly-established seminaries ordinarily choose 
Union or L.C. with one noteworthy exception: the Southern California 
School of ~ h e o l o g ~  has recently adopted the Bliss Classification and 
begun the construction of a classed catalog. Both Bliss and the classed 
catalog are new to the American seminary scene, and are being 
watched with interest. 
Apart from the basic inadequacy of the 200 section to contain the 
major professional portion of a seminary library, the Dewey Decimal 
Classification has much in its favor. It can easily be condensed to 
broad classification for areas in which the library has comparatively 
few books. Its relative index is much the best and most comprehensive. 
Guidance in the classing of specific titles is available from many 
sources, such as the Publishers' Weekly,  the British National Bibliog- 
raphy, and the printed cards of the Library of Congress. It is familiar 
to most students. I t  is actually the most up-to-date: the 16th edition 
published in 1958 is a balanced, intelligent revision, pooling the advices 
of classifiers in many kinds of libraries. A generous inclusion of scope 
notes has answered one very serious criticism of earlier editions. It 
is kept up-to-date by the quarterly publication Decimal Classification 
Additions, Notes and Deciswns (DCand). The recent merging of the 
Dewey Decimal Classification Editorial Office and the Decimal Classi- 
fication Section at the Library of Congress means that real books, 
and the problems inherent in classing them, now have their chance to 
inform and modify the schedules. 
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Yet all these blessings are but incidental advantages which cannot 
outweigh its fundamental unsuitability for a theological collection 
of any consequence. The problems of Protestant seminary libraries 
using Dewey were investigated by Mrs. Hilgert in a master's thesis 
for the Department of Library Science at Catholic University of 
America in 1956.8 Forty-two libraries responded valiantly to her 
searching 9-page questionnaire, hoping that through her findings they 
might influence the editors of the 16th edition. They discussed points 
of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, noted areas needing expansion or 
more precise definition, listed topics hard to locate, described local 
practices, and frequently adorned the whole with pungent comment. 
The copyright restrictions of the Lake Placid Club Education 
Foundation have made it difficult to provide adequate leadership 
for the expansions and modifications required by special libraries. The 
result has been a welter of changes at the local level, many very poorly 
conceived. Mrs. Hilgert quotes one correspondent who surely speaks 
for others: "We can only claim that over the years our classification 
has been done with originality and abandon rather than caution and 
consistency." 
Mrs. Hilgert collected a number of modifications in use at various 
seminaries to document the need for extensive, authoritative revision. 
There are also two more thorough-going elaborations of the 200 class 
specifically for Protestant libraries. These are an expansion prepared 
by Clara B. Allen: and the Classification Tables of the General Theo- 
logical Seminary Library.10 The Allen Expansion is genuinely an ex- 
pansion, not a revision. It respects the integrity of numbers and its 
publication has been authorized by the Foundation. It provides leader- 
ship for the smaller, more conservative seminaries and Bible schools, 
and has been thankfully accepted by them. 
General Theological Seminary in New York is the largest of the 
seminaries using Dewey. Its modifications, which are the work of 
B. S. Easton, are admittedly extensive, but competently done. This 
revision is greatly admired, especially for its scope notes, but the 
Foundation has not been willing to authorize publication. Easton's 
work was described in a paper by Olive M. Grobel at the 1953 con- 
ference of the American Theological Library Association,ll and in 
Mrs. Hilgert's thesis. 
The Library of Congress Classification has been used with satis- 
faction by several medium and large seminary libraries. It is composed 
of a series of special classifications, many of which are scholarly exposi- 
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tions of their subjects. Philosophy, history, social sciences, music, and 
many of the language and literature sections are outstanding. The 
religion schedule (BL-BX) is not one of its best. 
Although it is kept up-to-date, the BL-BX schedules have not been 
revised since they were first printed in 1927, and most of the quarterly 
lists of changes and additions have long been out-of-print. A revised 
edition is reported in preparation; it will be welcomed not only by 
libraries which might wish to adopt L.C., but by all who find it useful 
to interpret the class numbers appearing on L.C. printed cards. 
The Library of Congress Classification is at its best for a divinity 
school which is part of a university system using it. The BL-BX 
schedule would probably suit small seminaries whose book collections 
consist largely of copyright and denominational materials, but the 
rest of the classification is much too elaborate to be recommended for 
a small library. When holdings are so unevenly distributed as they will 
be with either Dewey or L.C., the ease with which the notation can 
be condensed may be as important as its expansion. The decimal 
notation of Dewey lends itself to condensation readily, but consider- 
able skill is needed to alter L.C. 
In fact, L.C. has suffered much less than Dewey from casual local 
alterations. Such revisions as have been attempted have been ap- 
proached cautiously and systematically. Isabelle Stouffer collec.ted a 
number of minor expansions for the A.T.L.A. Round Table on the Li- 
brary of Congress Classification in 1955.12 Among more ambitious 
variants are Lucy W. Markley's Methodist Book Classification,ls 
Jeannette M. Lynn's Alternative Classification for Catholic Books,14 
K. T. Jacobsen's Lutheran schedule^,^^ and, as yet uncompleted, the 
drastic rewriting of large blocks of BL-BX at Princeton Theological 
Seminary. 
A classification scheme is at best an hypothesis to be checked and 
corrected in the laboratory provided by a real collection of books. In 
a thoughtful report as chief classifier of the Library of Congress, 
Charles Martel wrote: "It was recognized beforehand and confirmed 
over and over again in the course of the undertaking that no amount 
of preliminary study, consultation and taking pains in the preparation 
of the provisional draft could produce other than a largely theoretical 
scheme, more or less inadequate and unsatisfactory until modified 
in app l i c a t i~n . "~~  The fact that the Library of Congress has a com- 
paratively thin collection in religion has been accepted as the real 
reason for the shortcomings of its BL-BX schedule. Mrs. Lynn ob- 
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served: "There is no special interest in the subject of religion there 
and hence no concerted plan of book purchase for this field. The over- 
whelming majority of the [religious] books in the collection are those 
deposited in accordance with copyright law . . . Hence, for any library 
buying extensively abroad, the L.C. Classification of Religion very 
soon proves inadequate."lT This was also Miss Markley's experience 
at Garrett Biblical Institute: "The BX schedule is simply the American 
church scene, set up as a norm of classification. Library of Congress 
has very little on religion from abroad." l8 After a futile attempt to 
accommodate Garrett's collection of British Methodism within the 
allotted notation, she set up an entirely independent schedule for 
Methodism in BY (an unused division). Her preface, which analyzes 
the Library of Congress' policy in handling denominational materials, 
is an important contribution to the literature of theological book classifi- 
cation. 
Mrs. Lynn's Alternative Classification for Catholic Books was 
prompted by the inadequacy of existing classifications for scholarly 
Catholic libraries. The original edition was completed under the 
supervision of the Graduate Library School of the University of 
Chicago, and includes a preface which served as Mrs. Lynn's thesis 
for the master's degree. A second edition, revised by G. C. Peterson, 
appeared in 1954. Lynn is not a universal classification; it is limited 
to books on Catholic theology and on the government, organization, 
and history of the Catholic Church. Care has been taken to respect 
the progressions and terminology of scholarly Catholic usage. Mrs. 
Lynn made extended visits to university, seminary, and law libraries, 
and to the Library of Congress, to examine the books as they stood 
on the shelves, and her schedules were modified to conform to the 
literature as she found it to exist. The Lynn classification has been 
widely adopted by Catholic libraries; it has also great reference value 
for non-Catholic libraries. The schedules may be used, in whole or 
in part, with either the Library of Congress classification or with 
Dewey. 
Jacobsen, with background experience at the Library of Congress 
and the University of Chicago, has published an admirable expansion 
of the Library of Congress schedule for the Lutheran churches. Like 
Mrs. Lynn's, his expansion was tested in a number of denominational 
libraries. Like Miss Allen's, it has been developed within the limits set 
by the original schedules, expanding fully but not altering the values of 
assigned numbers. The alphabetical list of Lutheran synodical organi- 
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zations is especially useful for his careful and exhaustive work in trac- 
ing the intricate histories and pinpointing the identities of those 
myriad organizations with bewilderingly similar names. 
The most striking characteristic of the Library of Congress classifi- 
cation of religion is the great stress which it lays upon the denomina- 
tional source of religious materials. Under each denomination in its 
vast BX class, it includes denominational history, both general and 
national, Sunday school materials, sermons, creeds and catechisms, 
liturgy, sacraments, government and discipline, local churches, and 
biography. It is so solidly packed that there is little scope for interpo- 
lating new numbers, and it is consequently unreceptive to the new 
churches which keep emerging from the ecumenical movement. This 
is the one really tight area in the LC classification for religion, which 
is otherwise quite spacious. 
Princeton has found itself room in this overloaded class by remov- 
ing pre-Tridentine church history from Roman Catholic to general 
church history, by putting state churches in national church history, 
by providing for Calvin in Reformation history rather than with the 
Reformed churches, and by relocating such materials as liturgy, ser- 
mons, religious education, and sacraments. Much of the material 
eliminated from BX and the first part of BR have been redeveloped 
in BW, another unused division, where Princeton is building a strong 
Church History schedule. The major adaptations at Princeton were 
summarized in a paper by Isabelle Stouffer at the 1953 con-
ference of A.T.L.A.19 Princeton's Church History schedule is the sub- 
ject of a thesis by Helen Butz for the Drexel School of Library Sci- 
en~e.~O 
As early as 1910 it was evident to seminary librarians that Dewey 
could only distort and be distorted by a theological collection. Cutter 
was basically sound, but already obsolescent. The schedules of the 
Library of Congress did not then exist. Because theology had been 
central in education in earlier generations, many East Coast seminary 
libraries were old and desperately in need of recataloging and reclass- 
ing. Fixed locations prevailed. Whatever his limitations as a theologian, 
Melvil Dewey had at least brought home the idea of relative classifi- 
cation. 
This was the situation when Julia Pettee began in 1909 to reclassify 
the Library of Union Theological Seminary in New Y0rk.~l1 22 During 
the next thirty years she reclassed well over 165,000 books, and cre- 
ated the Union Classification in the process. Several factors have con- 
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tributed to the theoretical coherence and practical usefulness of this 
classification. It was devised by a person of intellectual and profes- 
sional stature, and applied by that same person to the strongest theo- 
logical library in the United States. The Seminary is a recognized 
leader in theological education; its collections are well-rounded and 
more than adequate in nontheological areas. A carefully constructed 
classed catalog on cards made it possible for her to collect substantial 
blocks of books on related subjects for consideration at one time, 
and she was able to draw upon the knowledge of scholars at Union 
and its neighboring academic institutions in developing the detail. 
At her retirement in 1939, only a few form classes, such as sermons, 
devotional books, and polygraphy, remained to be reclassed. All the 
genuine subject work had been done. 
Although the Union Classification is comprehensive, providing for 
all departments of knowledge, theology does not take its place as a 
separate discipline but pervades the whole scheme. "The only justifi- 
cation a book has for its place in a theological collection," Miss Pettee 
argued, "is its contribution to some phase of theological thought or 
religious life, and its most logical and most useful place on the shelves 
is as near as possible to the theological point where this contribution 
is made." 23 
She accomplished this by superimposing the traditional divisions of 
the theological encyclopedia upon a modern classification of the sci- 
ences. This classification of the sciences was one prepared by Hugo 
Munsterberg for the International Congress of Arts and Sciences at 
St. Louis in 1904. Munsterberg saw all knowledge as derived from two 
basic aspects of human consciousness: the "will-attitude" (the pur- 
posive, the act, or the impulse to act) and "awareness of the world as 
object." From the first, the "will-attitude," come: 1)the normative sci- 
ences which interpret the meaning and define the values of purposed 
acts, and 2 )  the historical sciences, which present in history and litera- 
ture the record of these acts. From the second, "awareness of the 
world-as-object," are derived the physical and mental sciences based 
on an objective method of observation and inference. In addition, 
Munsterberg recognized a third category, the practical sciences, which 
constitute a mixed group concerned with achieving their own purposed 
ends by methods which may be either normative-historical or scientific 
and e~per imental .~~ 
Miss Pettee perceived the affinity of this system with the familiar 
theological departments: the Exegetical, Historical, Systematic, and 
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Practical. Taking Miinsterberg as her base, she wove secular and 
sacred together in one sequence. It is counterpoint in classification. 
The Literary-Exegetical Sciences include literature in general, and 
Biblical, Jewish and Christian literature in particular. The Historical 
Sciences are history, with church history in close association with it, 
the history of doctrine, and general denominational history. Following 
these four general historical classes is the history, together with the 
church history and denominational history, of particular countries. 
(Union's librarians have included some eminent church historians, 
and, in contrast to the Library of Congress, its classification favors 
the historical over the denominational approach.) The history of 
missions in particular countries is considered the Christian religious 
history of these countries, a concept which permits smooth transition 
from the mission to the indigenous church. Immediately after the 
history of non-European countries follow the history and theory of 
missions in general, and the history and literature of non-Christian 
religions. Practical usefulness has here been allowed to overrule 
theoretical considerations, for the theory of missions is, of course, a 
practical discipline. 
In a bold rearrangement of Miinsterberg's original order, the Physi- 
cal and Mental Sciences are placed between the Historical and Norma- 
tive Sciences (Philosophy and Doctrinal Theology). Miss Pettee 
reasoned that these are closely related in method, if not in substance; 
like the scientist, the philosopher and theologian seek to systematize 
their subject matter and to arrange it logically. 
Continuing this pattern, the Practical Sciences include their religious 
counterpart, Practical Theology. The relation of the church to social 
issues is kept with the topic in the social sciences. Education and 
religious education are treated together, as are music and church 
music, art and Christian art. Fully developed as distinct classes of 
Practical Theology are: the church, its institutions and worship; 
practical church work and pastoral theology; and the culture of the 
individual spiritual and devotional life. 
I t  will be observed that in these broad categories Miss Pettee pro- 
ceeds from the general (the secular) to the particular (the sacred), 
but allots more space to the sacred, thus keeping the arrangement 
logical while allowing a more even distribution of available notation 
to the actualities of a seminary book collection. This structure is 
preserved with specific topics. For example, the country community 
is followed closely by the country church, and the urban community 
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by the city church. "It is a principle of this classification," W. W. 
Rockwell wrote in his preface to the published tables, "to look upon 
Christianity as the central theme reaching out in all directions; and 
wherever a Christian topic touches a field of interest to make a place 
for it within that field. I t  does not withdraw these various topics and 
segregate them as 'theology.' Thus the Christian point of view is 
presented in all its relations to the problems of living, an arrangement 
philosophically justifiable and practically convenient." 26 
The notation is mixed, consisting of at least two letters usually fol- 
lowed by one or more numbers to be interpreted decimally; instruc- 
tions for condensing the tables are given in the preface. A Cumulated 
Supplement was published in 1957; current lists of changes and addi-
tions are issued semi-annually. 
The principal variations on the Union Classification are a revision 
of RP-RY by A. D. Ehlert incorporating Biblical Theology with 
Dogrnati~s,2~and an alternative schedule for Education and Religious 
Education developed at Union Theological Seminary in RichmondS2' 
The theoretical basis of the Union Classification was first presented 
in an article by Miss Pettee in the Library Iournal of December, 1911.28 
Although the full schedules were still to be worked out, so soundly 
conceived was her philosophy that this article remains essentially 
valid today and should be mastered by anyone working seriously with 
the Union Classification. It is a penetrating analysis of theological 
literature, its content and arrangement, its relation to other studies, 
and the conflicts of interest which arise in organizing it logically. 
The Union Classification was designed specifically for an independ- 
ent seminary, although it has been used in theological schools which 
are part of a university system. Some librarians feel that we also need 
a scholarly, well-constructed classification of theology as a separate 
discipline, which could be used, as the Lynn Classification is, with 
the standard general classifications. The Princeton revision is the one 
most likely to fulfill this purpose. The rewriting of BL-BX at Princeton 
is going forward systematically, but without haste, and the book col- 
lection is everything that could be wished for a working laboratory. 
This paper has emphasized the advantage of classifications devel- 
oped and tested in real libraries. The corresponding disadavantage 
should be obvious: if the classification is well tailored to one collection, 
it must be more or less imperfect for another. Size, denominational 
affiliation, and geographical location can all affect the book collection 
and the purpose it is intended to serve. The seminary may be inde- 
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pendent, or part of a university, or it may have entered into coopera- 
tive acquisitions programs with neighboring institutions. I t  may 
concentrate on its Bachelor of Divinity program, or have important 
graduate studies as well, These are legitimate differences and their 
consequences to the library are unavoidable. Seminary librarians are 
well aware of the benefits of cooperation and painfully aware of the 
confusion that can follow uninspired local experimentation but it 
is unrealistic to hope, or fear, that the classifying process can ever 
be reduced to an uncritical routine of copying call numbers assigned 
by some central agency. Those individual differences which sometimes 
seem the very essence of Protestantism insure that the classifier must 
always stand prepared to work out some problems for himself, if he 
is to serve his own institution and its purposes faithfully. 
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NOTE 
Good technical descriptions of all the classification schemes in common use 
among American Protestant seminaries-Dewey, Library of Congress, Bliss, and 
Union-are included in Chapter XI of Technical Services in Libraries by M. F. 
Tauber and associates, New York, Columbia University Press, 1954. The reports of 
the "Three-way Round Tables on Dewey, Union and Library of Congress Classifi- 
cations" published in the American Theological Library Association Summaries of 
Proceedings, 1949-56, contain a wealth of material on practical problems and 
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their solutions. The "Panel Discussion on Dewey and Library of Congress Classifi- 
cations" at the 1953 Conference, and the "Panel on the Union C;assificationn in 
1955, also deserve attention for their reports of actual experience with these 
schemes in a variety of seminary situations. 
